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ABSTRACT
Window functions, also known as analytic OLAP functions, have
been part of the SQL standard for more than a decade and are now a
widely-used feature. Window functions allow to elegantly express
many useful query types including time series analysis, ranking,
percentiles, moving averages, and cumulative sums. Formulating
such queries in plain SQL-92 is usually both cumbersome and inefficient.
Despite being supported by all major database systems, there
have been few publications that describe how to implement an efficient relational window operator. This work aims at filling this gap
by presenting an efficient and general algorithm for the window
operator. Our algorithm is optimized for high-performance mainmemory database systems and has excellent performance on modern multi-core CPUs. We show how to fully parallelize all phases
of the operator in order to effectively scale for arbitrary input distributions.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Window functions, which are also known as analytic OLAP
functions, are part of the SQL:2003 standard. This SQL feature
is widely used—the TPC-DS benchmark [18], for example, uses
window functions in 9 out of 99 queries. Almost all major database
systems, including Oracle [1], Microsoft SQL Server [2], IBM
DB2 [3], SAP HANA [4], PostgreSQL [5], Actian VectorWise [14],
Cloudera Impala [16], and MonetDB [6] implement the functionality described in the SQL standard—or at least some subset thereof.
Window functions allow to easily formulate certain business intelligence queries that include time series analysis, ranking, top-k,
percentiles, moving averages, cumulative sums, etc. Without window function support, such queries either require difficult to formulate and inefficient correlated subqueries, or must be implemented
at the application level.
The following example query, which might be used to detect outliers in a time series, illustrates the use of window functions in SQL.
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons AttributionNonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 Unported License. To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/. Obtain permission prior to any use beyond those covered by the license. Contact
copyright holder by emailing info@vldb.org. Articles from this volume
were invited to present their results at the 41st International Conference on
Very Large Data Bases, August 31st - September 4th 2015, Kohala Coast,
Hawaii.
Proceedings of the VLDB Endowment, Vol. 8, No. 10
Copyright 2015 VLDB Endowment 2150-8097/15/06.

select location, time, value, abs(value(avg(value) over w))/(stddev(value) over w)
from measurement
window w as (
partition by location
order by time
range between 5 preceding and 5 following)
The query normalizes each measurement by subtracting the average and dividing by the standard deviation. Both aggregates are
computed over a window of 5 time units around the time of the
measurement and at the same location. Without window functions,
it is possible to state the query as follows:
select location, time, value, abs(value(select avg(value)
from measurement m2
where m2.time between m.time-5 and m.time+5
and m.location = m2.location))
/ (select stddev(value)
from measurement m3
where m3.time between m.time-5 and m.time+5
and m.location = m3.location)
from measurement m
In this formulation, correlated subqueries are used to compute
the aggregates, which in most query processing engines results in
very slow execution times due to quadratic complexity. The example also illustrates that to implement window functions efficiently,
a new relational operator is required. Window expressions cannot
be replaced by simple aggregation (i.e., group by) because each
measurement defines a separate window. More examples of useful
window function queries can be found in Appendix A.
Despite the usefulness and prevalence of window functions “in
the wild”, the window operator has mostly been neglected in the
literature. One exception is the pioneering paper by Cao et al. [12],
which shows how to optimize multiple window functions that occur
in one query by avoiding unnecessary sorting or partitioning steps.
In this work, we instead focus on the core algorithm for efficient
window function computation itself. The optimization techniques
from [12] are therefore orthogonal and should be used in conjunction.
To the best of our knowledge, we present the first detailed description of a complete algorithm for the window operator. Our algorithm is universally applicable, efficient in practice, and asymptotically superior to algorithms currently employed by commercial
systems. This is achieved by utilizing a specialized data structure,
the Segment Tree, for window function evaluation. The design
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of the window operator is optimized for high-performance mainmemory databases like our HyPer [15] system, which is optimized
for modern multi-core CPUs [17]
As commodity server CPUs with dozens of cores are becoming
widespread, it becomes more and more important to parallelize all
operations that depend on the size of the input data. Therefore, our
algorithm is designed to be highly scalable: instead of only supporting inter-partition parallelism, which is a best-effort approach that
is simple to implement but not applicable to all queries, we show
how to parallelize all phases of our algorithm. At the same time, we
opportunistically use low-overhead, partitioning-based parallelization when possible. As a result, our implementation is fast and
scales even for queries without a partitioning clause and for arbitrary, even highly skewed, input distributions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an
overview of the syntax and semantics of window functions in SQL.
The core of our window operator and our parallelization strategy is
presented in Section 3. The actual computation of window function
expressions, which is the last phase of our operator, is discussed in
Section 4. In Section 5 we experimentally evaluate our algorithm
under a wide range of settings and compare it with other implementations. Finally, after presenting related work in Section 6, we
summarize the paper and discuss future research in Section 7.

2.

partition by

Figure 1: Window function concepts: partitioning, ordering,
framing. The current (gray) row can access rows in its frame.
The frame of a tuple can only encompass tuples from that partition

rows between 3 preceding and 3 following
2.5

Ordering

Within each partition, the rows can be ordered using the order
by clause. Semantically, the order by clause defines how the
input tuples are logically ordered during window function evaluation. For example, if a ranking window function is used, the rank
is computed with respect to the specified order. Note that the ordering only affects window function processing but not necessarily
the final order of the result. If no ordering is specified, the result of
some window functions (e.g., row number) is non-deterministic.

4

5

6

7.5 8.5

10

12

order by

range between 3 preceding and 3 following
Figure 2: Illustration of the range and rows modes for framing. Each tick represents the value of a tuple’s order by expression

2.3

Framing

Besides the partitioning clause, window functions have a framing
clause which allows to restrict the tuples that a window function
acts on further. The frame specifies which tuples in the proximity
of the current row (based on the specified ordering) belong to its
frame. Figure 2 illustrates the two available modes.
• rows mode directly specifies how many rows before or after
the current row belong to the frame. In the figure, the 3 rows
before and after the current row are part of the frame, which
also includes the current row therefore consists of the values
4, 5, 6, 7.5, 8.5, 10, and 12. It is also possible to specify
a frame that does not include the current row, e.g., rows
between 5 preceding and 2 preceding.

Partitioning

Window function evaluation is based on three simple and orthogonal concepts: partitioning, ordering, and framing. Figure 1 illustrates these concepts graphically. The partition by clause
partitions the input by one or more expressions into independent
groups, and thereby restricts the window of a tuple. In contrast to
normal aggregation (group by), the window operator does not
reduce all tuples of a group to a single tuple, but only logically partitions tuples into groups. If no partitioning clause is specified, all
input rows are considered as belonging to the same partition.

2.2

frame

WINDOW FUNCTIONS IN SQL

One of the core principles of SQL is that the output tuple order of
all operators (except for sort) is undefined. This design decision enables many important optimizations, but makes queries that depend
on the tuple order (e.g., ranking) or that refer to neighboring tuples
(e.g., cumulative sums) quite difficult to state. By allowing to refer
to neighboring tuples (the “window”) directly, window functions
allow to easily express such queries.
In this section, we introduce the syntax and semantics of SQL
window functions. To understand the semantics two observations
are important. Firstly, window function expressions are computed
after most other clauses (including group by and having),
but before the final sorting order by and duplicate removal
distinct clauses. Secondly, the window operator only computes additional attributes for each input tuple but does not change
or filter its input otherwise. Therefore, window expressions are
only allowed in the select and order by clauses, but not in
the where clause.

2.1

order by

• In range mode, the frame bounds are computed by decrementing/incrementing the order by expression of the current row1 . In the figure, the order by expression of the
current row is 7.5, the window frame bounds are 4.5 (7.5−3)
and 10.5 (7.5 − 3). Therefore, the frame consists of the values 5, 6, 7.5, 8.5, and 10.
In both modes, the framing bounds do not have to be constants,
but can be arbitrary expressions and may even depend on attributes
of the current row. Most implementations only support constant
values for framing bounds, whereas our implementation supports
non-constant framing bounds efficiently. All rows in the same partition that have the same order by expression values are considered peers. The peer concept is only used by some window functions, but ignored by others. For example, all peers have the same
rank() but a different row number().
1
range mode is only possible if the query has exactly one numeric
order by expression.
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– lead(expr, offset, default):
expr on preceding row in partition
– lag(expr, offset, default):
expr on following row in partition

Besides preceding and following, the frame bounds can
also be set to the following values:
• current row: the current row (including all peers in
range mode)

There are also window functions that are evaluated on the current
frame, i.e., a subset of the partition:

• unbounded following: the frame ends with the last
row in the partition

• navigation in frame:

If no window frame was specified and there is an order
by clause, the default frame specification is range between
unbounded preceding and current row. This results
in a window frame that consists of all rows from the start of
the current partition to the current row and all its peers, and
is useful for computing cumulative sums. Queries without an
order by clause, are evaluated over the entire partition, as if
having the frame specification range between unbounded
preceding and unbounded following. Finally, it is
important to note that the framing clause only affects some
window functions, namely intra-window navigation functions
(first value, last value, nth value), and non-distinct
aggregate functions (min, max, count, sum, avg). The remaining window functions (row number, rank, lead, . . . ) and distinct aggregates are always evaluated on the entire partition.
For syntactic convenience and as already shown in the first example of the introduction, SQL allows to name a particular combination of partitioning, ordering, and framing clauses. By referring
to this name the window specification can then be reused by multiple window expressions to avoid repeating the clauses, which often
improves the readability of the query, as shown in the following
example:

– first expr(expr),
last expr(expr),
nth expr(expr, nth):
evaluate expr on
first/last/nth row of the frame
• aggregates: min, max, sum, . . . : compute aggregate over all
tuples in the current frame
As the argument lists of these functions indicate, most functions
require an arbitrary expression (the expr argument) and other additional parameters as input.
To syntactically distinguish normal aggregation functions (computed by the group by operator) from their window function
cousins, which have the same name but are computed by the aggregation operator, window function expressions must be followed by
the over keyword and a (potentially empty) window frame specification. In the following query, the average is computed using the
window operator, whereas the sum aggregate is computed by the
aggregation operator:
select cid, year, month, sum(price),
avg(sum(price)) over (partition by cid)
from orders
group by customer_id, year, month

select min(value) over w1, max(value) over w1,
min(value) over w2, max(value) over w2
from measurement
window
w1 as (order by time
range between 5 preceding and 5 following),
w2 as (order by time
range between 3 preceding and 3 following)

Window Expressions

SQL:2011 defines a number of window functions for different
purposes. The following functions ignore framing, i.e., they are
always evaluated on the entire partition:
• ranking:

For each customer and month, the query computes the sum of all
purchases of this customer (using aggregation) and the average of
all monthly expenditures of this customer (using window aggregation without framing).

3.

1. Partitioning: partition the input relation using the partition
by attributes

– dense rank(): rank of the current row without gaps

2. Sorting: sort each partition using the order by attributes

– row number(): row number of the current row

3. Window function computation: for each tuple

– ntile(num): distribute evenly over buckets (returns
integer from 1 to num)

(a) Compute window frame: Determine window frame (a
subset of the partition)
(b) Evaluate window function: Evaluate window function
on the window frame

• distribution:
– percent rank(): relative rank of the current row

• navigation in partition:

THE WINDOW OPERATOR

Depending on the window function and the partitioning, ordering, and framing clause specified (or omitted) in a particular query,
the necessary algorithmic steps differ greatly. In order to incorporate all aspects into a single operator we present our algorithm in
a modular fashion. Some phases can simply be omitted if they are
not needed for a particular query.
The basic algorithm for window function processing directly follows from the high-level syntactic structure discussed in Section 2
and involves the following phases:

– rank(): rank of the current row with gaps

– cume dist(): relative rank of peer group

evaluate

• distinct aggregates: min, max, sum, . . . : compute distinct
aggregate over partition

• unbounded preceding: the frame starts at the first row
in the partition

2.4

evaluate

In this section we focus on the first two phases, partitioning and
sorting. Phase 3, window function evaluation, is discussed in Section 4.
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3.1. inter-partition parallelism

3.2. intra-partition parallelism

Figure 3: Overview of the phases of the window operator. The
colors represent the two threads

3.1

Partitioning and Sorting

For the initial partitioning and sorting phases there are two traditional methods:
1. The hash-based approach fully partitions the input using
hash values of the partition by attributes before sorting each partition independently using only the order by
attributes.
2. The sort-based approach first sorts the input by both the
partition by and the order by attributes. The partition boundaries are determined “on-the-fly” during the window function evaluation phase (phase 3), e.g., using binary
search.
From a purely theoretical point of view, the hash-based approach
is preferable. Assuming there are n input rows and O(n) partitions, the overall complexity of the hash-based approach is O(n),
whereas the sort-based approach results in O(n log n) complexity.
Nevertheless, the sort-based approach is often used in commercial
systems—perhaps because it requires less implementation effort, as
a sorting phase is always required anyway. In order to achieve good
performance and scalability we use combination of both methods.
In single-threaded execution, it is usually best to first fully partition the input data using a hash table. With parallel execution,
a concurrent hash table would be required for this approach. We
have found, however, that concurrent, dynamically-growing hash
tables (e.g., split-ordered lists [23]) have a significant overhead in
comparison with unsynchronized hash tables. The sort-based approach, without partitioning first, is also very expensive. Therefore, to achieve high scalability and low overhead, we use a hybrid
approach that combines the two methods.

3.2

Pre-Partitioning into Hash Groups

Our approach is to partition the input data into a constant number
(e.g., 1024) of hash groups, regardless of how many partitions the
input data has. The number of hash groups should be a power of 2

and larger than the number of threads but small enough to make partitioning efficient on modern CPUs. This form of partitioning can
be done very efficiently in parallel due to limited synchronization
requirements: As illustrated in Figure 3, each thread (distinguished
using different colors) initially has its own array of hash groups (4
in the figure)2 . After all threads have partitioned their input data,
the corresponding hash groups from all threads are copied into a
combined array. This can be done in parallel and without synchronization because at this point the sizes and offsets of all threads’
hash groups are known. After copying, each combined hash group
is stored in a contiguous array, which allows for efficient random
access to each tuple.
After the hash groups copied, the next step is to sort them by both
the partitioning and the ordering expressions. As a result, all tuples
with the same partitioning key are adjacent in the same hash group,
although of course a hash group may contain multiple partitioning
keys. When necessary, the actual partition boundaries can be determined using binary search as in the sort-based approach during
execution of the remaining window function evaluation step.

3.3

Inter- and Intra-Partition Parallelism

At first glance, the window operator seems to be embarrassingly parallel, as partitioning can be done in parallel and all hash
groups are independent from each other: Since sorting and window
function evaluation for different hash groups is independent, the
available threads can simply work on different hash groups without needing any synchronization. Database systems that parallelize
window functions usually use this strategy, as it is easy to implement and can offer very good performance for “good-natured”
queries.
However, this approach is not sufficient for queries with no partitioning clause, when the number of partitions is much smaller than
the number of threads, or if the partition sizes are heavily skewed
(i.e., one partition has a large fraction of all tuples). Therefore, to
fully utilize modern multi- and many-core CPUs, which often have
dozens of cores, the simple inter-partition parallelism approach
alone is not sufficient. For some queries, it is additionally necessary to support intra-partition parallelism, i.e., to parallelize within
hash groups.
We use intra-partition parallelism only for large hash groups.
When there are enough hash groups for the desired number of
threads and none of these hash groups is too large, inter-partition
parallelism is sufficient and most efficient. Since the sizes of all
hash groups are known after the partitioning phase, we can dynamically assign each hash group into either the inter- or the intrapartition parallelism class. This classification takes the size of the
hash group, the total amount of work, and the number of threads
into account. In Figure 3, intra-partition parallelism is only used
for hash group 11, whereas the other hash groups use inter-partition
parallelism. Our approach is resistant to skew and always utilizes
the available hardware parallelism while exploiting low-overhead
inter-partition parallelism when possible.
When intra-partition parallelism is used, a parallel sorting algorithm must be used. Additionally, the window function evaluation
phase itself must be parallelized, as we describe in the next section.
2

In our implementation in HyPer, the thread-local hash groups
physically consist of multiple, chained arrays, since no random access is necessary and the chunks are copied into a combined array anyway. Furthermore, all types conceptually have a fixed size
(variable-length types like strings are stored as pointers), which allows the partitioning and sorting phases to work on the tuples directly instead of pointers.
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4.

WINDOW FUNCTION EVALUATION

As mentioned before, some window functions are affected by
framing and some ignore it. Consequently, their implementations
are quite different and we discuss them separately. We start with
those window functions that are affected by framing.

4.1

(O(1)), because these functions merely select one row in the window and evaluate an expression on it. Aggregate functions, in contrast, need to be (conceptually) evaluated over all rows of the current window, which makes them more expensive. Therefore, we
present and analyze 4 algorithms with different performance characteristics for computing aggregates over window frames.

Basic Algorithmic Structure

After the partitioning and sorting phases, all tuples that have
the same partitioning key are stored adjacently, and the tuples are
sorted by the order by expressions. Based on this representation, window function evaluation can be performed in parallel by
assigning different threads to different subranges of the hash group.
In single-threaded execution or with inter-partition parallelism the
entire hash group is assigned to one thread.
To compute a window function, the following steps are necessary
for each tuple:

4.3.1

Naı̈ve Aggregation

The naı̈ve approach is to simply loop over all tuples in
the window frame and compute the aggregate. The inherent problem of this algorithm is that it often performs redundant work, resulting in quadratic runtime. In a running-sum
query like sum(b) over (order by a rows between
unbounded preceding and current row), for example, for each row of the input relation all values from the first to
the current row are added—each time starting anew from the first
row, and doing the same work all over again.

1. determine partition boundaries
2. determine window frame
3. compute window function over the frame and output tuple
The first step, computing the partition boundaries, is necessary because a hash group can contain multiple (logical) partitions, and is
done using binary search. The two remaining steps, determining
the window frame bounds and window function evaluation, which
is the main algorithmic challenge, are discussed in the following
two sections. Pseudo code for this basic code structure can be found
in Appendix B.

4.2

Determining the Window Frame Bounds

For window functions that are affected by framing, for each tuple it is necessary to determine the indexes of the window frame
bounds. Since we store the tuples in arrays, the tuples in the frame
can then easily be accessed. The implementation of rows mode is
obvious and fast; one simply needs to add/subtract the index of the
current row to the bounds while ensuring that the bounds remain in
the current partition.
range mode is slightly more complicated. If the bounds are
constant, one can keep track of the previous window and advance
the start and end window one-by-one as needed3 . It is clear that
the frame start only advances by at most n rows in total (and analogously for the frame end). Therefore, the complexity for finding
the frame for n tuples is O(n). If, in range mode, the bounds
are not constant, the window can grow and shrink arbitrarily. For
this case, the solution is to first add/subtract the bounds from the
current ordering key, and then to use binary search which results
in a complexity of O(n log n). The complexity of computing the
window frame for n rows can be summarized as follows:
mode
rows
range

4.3

constant
O(n)
O(n)

non-constant
O(n)
O(n log n)

Aggregation Algorithms

Once the window frame bounds have been computed for a particular tuple, the final step is to evaluate the desired window function on that frame. For the navigation functions first expr,
last expr, and nth expr this evaluation is simple and cheap
3
Note that the incremental approach may lead to redundant work
during intra-partition parallelism and with large frame sizes. Thus,
to achieve better scalability with intra-partition parallelism, binary
search should be employed even for constant frame bounds.

4.3.2

Cumulative Aggregation

The running-sum query suggests an improved algorithm, which
tries to avoid redundant work instead of recomputing the aggregate
from scratch for each tuple. The cumulative algorithm keeps track
of the previous aggregation result and previous frame bounds. As
long as the window grows (or does not change), only the additional
rows are aggregated using the previous result. This algorithm is
used by PostgreSQL and works well for some frequently occurring
queries, e.g., the default framing specification (range between
unbounded preceding and current row).
However, this approach only works well as long as the window frame grows. For queries where the window frame can both
grow and shrink (e.g., sum(b) over (order by a rows
between 5 preceding and 5 following)), one can
still get quadratic runtime, because the previous aggregate must be
discarded every time.

4.3.3

Removable Cumulative Aggregation

The removable cumulative algorithm, which is used by some
commercial database systems, is a further algorithmic refinement.
Instead of only allowing the frame to grow before recomputing the
aggregate, it permits removal of rows from the previous aggregate.
For the sum, count, and avg aggregates, removing rows from
the current aggregate can easily be achieved by subtracting. For
the min and max aggregates, it is necessary to maintain an ordered
search tree of all entries in the previous window. For each tuple this
data structure is updated by adding and removing entries as necessary, which makes these aggregates significantly more expensive.
The removable cumulative approach works well for many
queries, in particular for sum and avg window expressions, which are more common than min or max in
window expressions.
However, queries with non-constant
frame bounds (e.g., sum(b) over (order by a rows
between x preceding and y following)) can be a
problem: In the worst case, the frame bounds vary very strongly
between neighboring tuples, such that the runtime becomes O(n2 ).

4.3.4

Segment Tree Aggregation

As we saw in the previous section, even the removable cumulative algorithm can result in quadratic execution time because
caching the result of the previous window does not help when the
window frame changes arbitrarily for each tuple. We therefore introduce an additional data structure, the Segment Tree, which allows to evaluate an aggregate over an arbitrary frame in O(log n).
The Segment Tree stores aggregates for sub ranges of the entire
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Figure 4: Physical Segment Tree representation with fanout 4 for sum(b) over (order by a)
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Figure 5: Segment Tree for sum aggregation. Only the red
nodes (7, 13, 20) have to be aggregated to compute the sum of
7, 3, 10, 6, 2, 8, 4

a bottom-up fashion: All available threads scan adjacent ranges of
the same Segment Tree level (e.g., using a parallel for construct) and store the computed aggregates into the level above it.
For aggregate functions like min, max, count, and sum, the
Segment Tree uses the obvious corresponding aggregate function.
For derived aggregate functions like avg or stddev, it is more efficient to store all needed values (e.g., the sum and the count) in the
same Segment Tree instead of having two such trees. Interestingly,
besides for computing aggregates, the Segment Tree is also useful for parallelizing the dense rank function, which computes a
rank without gaps. To compute the dense rank of a particular
tuple, the number of distinct values that precede this tuple must be
known. A Segment Tree where each segment counts the number
of distinct child values is easy to construct4 , and allows threads to
work in parallel on different ranges of the partition.

4.3.5
hash group, as shown in Figure 5. In the figure sum is used as
the aggregate, thus the root node stores the sum of all leaf nodes.
The two children of the root store the sums for two equi-width sub
ranges, and so on. The Segment Tree allows to compute the aggregate over an arbitrary range in logarithmic time by using the
associativity of aggregates. For example, to compute the sum for
the last 7 values of the sequence, we need to compute the sum of
the red nodes 7, 13, and 20.
For illustration purposes, Figure 5 shows the Segment Tree as
a binary tree with pointers. In fact, our implementation stores all
nodes of each tree level in an array and without any pointers, as
shown in Figure 4. In this compact representation, which is similar
to that of a standard binary heap, the tree structure is implicit and
the child and parent of a node can be determined using arithmetic
operations. Furthermore, to save even more space, the lowest level
of the tree is the sorted input data itself, and we use a larger fanout
(4 in the figure). These optimizations make the additional space
consumption for the Segment Tree negligible. Additionally, the
higher fanout improves performance, as we show in an experiment
that is described in Section 5.7.
In order to compute an aggregate for a given range, the Segment Tree is traversed bottom up starting from both window frame
bounds. Both traversals are done simultaneously until the traversals
arrive at the same node. As a result, this procedure stops early for
small ranges and always aggregates the minimum number of nodes.
The details of the traversal algorithm can be found in Appendix C.
In addition to improving worst-case efficiency, another
important benefit of the Segment Tree is that it allows
to parallelize arbitrary aggregates, even for running sum
queries like sum(b) over (order by a rows between
unbounded preceding and current row). This is particularly important for queries without a partitioning clause, which
can only use intra-partition parallelism to avoid executing this
phase of the algorithm serially. The Segment Tree itself can easily be constructed in parallel and without any synchronization, in

Algorithm Choice

Table 1 summarizes the worst-case complexities of the 4
algorithms.
The naı̈ve algorithm results in quadratic runtime for many common window function queries. The cumulative algorithm works well as long as the window frame
only grows. Additionally, queries with frames like current
row and unbounded following or 1 preceding and
unbounded following can also be executed efficiently using
the cumulative algorithm by first reversing the sort order. The removable algorithm further expands the set of queries that can be
executed efficiently, but requires an additional ordered tree structure for min and max aggregates and can still result in quadratic
runtime if the frame bounds are not constant.
Therefore, the analysis might suggest that the Segment Tree algorithm should always be chosen, as it avoids quadratic runtime in
all cases. However, for many simple queries like rows between
1 preceding and current row, the simpler algorithms
perform better in practice because the Segment Tree can incur a
significant overhead both for constructing and traversing the tree
structure. Intuitively, the Segment Tree approach is only beneficial
if the frame frequently changes by a large amount in comparison
with the previous tuple’s frame. Unfortunately, in many cases, the
optimal algorithm cannot be chosen based on the query structure
alone, because the data distribution determines whether building
a Segment Tree will pay off. Furthermore, choosing the optimal
algorithm becomes even more difficult when one also considers
parallelism, because, as mentioned before, the Segment Tree algorithm always scales well in the intra-partition parallelism case
whereas the other algorithms do not.
Fortunately, we have found that the majority of the overall query
time is spent in the partitioning and sorting phases (cf. Figure 2 and
4
Each node of the Segment Tree for dense rank stores the number of distinct values for its segment. To combine two adjacent segments, one simply needs to add their distinct value counts and subtract 1 if the neighboring tuples are equal. Note that the Segment
Tree is only used for computing the first result (cf. Appendix D).
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rows between ...
1 preceding and current row
unbounded preceding and current row
CONST preceding and CONST following
VAR preceding and VAR following

Naı̈ve
O(n)
O(n2 )
O(n2 )
O(n2 )

Cumulative
O(n)
O(n)
O(n2 )
O(n2 )

Removable Cumulative
O(n)
sum: O(n), min: O(n log n)
sum: O(n), min: O(n log n)
sum: O(n2 ), min: O(n2 log n)

Segment Tree
O(n log n)
O(n log n)
O(n log n)
O(n log n)

Table 1: Worst-case complexity of computing aggregates for n tuples

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

//rank of the current row with gaps
rank(begin, end)
pBegin = findPartitionBegin(0, begin+1)
pEnd = findPartitionEnd(begin)
p=findFirstPeer(pBegin,begin)-pBegin+1
result[begin] = p
for (pos from begin+1 below end)
if (pos = pEnd)
pBegin = pos
pEnd = findPartitionEnd(pos)
if (isPeer(pos, pos-1))
result[pos] = result[pos-1]
else
result[pos] = pos-pBegin+1
Figure 6: Pseudo code for the rank function, which ignores
framing

Figure 10), thus erring on the side of the Segment Tree is always
a safe choice. We therefore propose an opportunistic approach: A
simple algorithm like cumulative aggregation is only chosen when
there is no risk of O(n2 ) runtime and no risk of insufficient parallelism. This method only uses the static query structure, and
does not rely on cardinality estimates from the query optimizer.
A query like sum(b) over (order by a rows between
unbounded preceding and current row), for example, can always safely and efficiently be evaluated using the cumulative algorithm. Additionally, we choose the algorithm for interpartition parallelism and the intra-partition parallelism hash groups
separately. For example, the small hash groups of a query might
use the cumulative algorithm, whereas the large hash groups might
be evaluated using the Segment Tree to make sure evaluation scales
well. This approach always avoids quadratic runtime, scales well
on systems with many cores, while achieving optimal performance
for many common queries.

4.4

Window Functions without Framing

Window functions that are not affected by framing are less complicated than aggregates as they do not require any complex aggregation algorithms and do not need to compute the window frame.
Nevertheless, the high-level structure is similar due to supporting
intra-partition parallelism and the need to compute partition boundaries. Generally, the implementation on window functions that are
not affected by framing consists of two steps: In the first step, the
result for the first tuple in the work range is computed. In the second step, the remaining results are computed sequentially by using
the previously computed result.
Figure 6 shows the pseudo code of the rank function, which we
use as an example. Most of the remaining functions have a similar
structure and are shown in Appendix D. To compute the rank of
an arbitrary tuple at index begin, the index of the first peer is
computed using binary search (done by findFirstPeer in line
5). All tuples that are in the same partition and have the same order

by key(s) are considered peers. Given this first result, all remaining
rank computations can then assume that the previous rank has been
computed (lines 10-13). All window functions without framing are
quite cheap to compute, since they consist of a sequential scan that
only looks at neighboring tuples.

4.5

Database Engine Integration

Our window function algorithm can be integrated into different
database query engines, including query engines that use the traditional tuple-at-a-time model (Volcano iterator model), vector-ata-time execution [11], or push-based query compilation [19]. Of
course, the code structure heavily depends on the specific query
engine. The pseudo code in Figure 6 is very similar to the code
generated by our implementation, which is integrated into HyPer
and uses push-based query compilation.
The main difference is that in our implementation and in contrast
to the pseudo code shown, we do not store the computed result in a
vector (lines 6,12,14), but directly push the tuple to the next operator. This is both faster and uses less space. Also note that, regardless of the execution model, the window function operator is a full
pipeline breaker, i.e., it must consume all input tuples before it can
produce results. Only during the final window function evaluation
phase, can tuples be produced on the fly.
The parallelization strategy described in Section 3 also fits into
HyPer’s parallel execution framework [17], which breaks up work
into constant-sized work units (“morsels”). These morsels are
scheduled dynamically using work stealing, which allows to distribute work evenly between the cores and to quickly react to workload changes. The morsel-driven approach can be used for the
initial partitioning and copying phases, as well as the final window
function computation phase.

4.6

Multiple Window Function Expressions

For simplicity of presentation, we have so far assumed that the
query contains only one window function expression. Queries
that contain multiple window function expressions, can be computed by adding successive window operators for each expression.
HyPer currently uses this approach, which is simple and general
but wastes optimization opportunities for queries where the partitioning and ordering clauses are shared between multiple window
expressions. Since partitioning and sorting usually dominate the
overall query execution time, avoiding these phases can be very
beneficial.
Cao et al. [12] discuss optimizations that avoid unnecessary partitioning and sorting steps in great detail. In our compilation-based
query engine, the final evaluation phase (as shown in Figure 6),
could directly compute all window expressions with shared partitioning/ordering clauses. We plan to incorporate this feature into
HyPer in the future.

5.

EVALUATION

We have integrated the window operator into our main-memory
database system HyPer. In this section, we experimentally eval-
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uate our implementation and compare its performance with other
systems.

6M

Implementation

M tuples/s

5.1

HyPer uses the data-centric query compilation approach for
query processing [19, 21]. Therefore, our implementation of the
window operator is a compiler that uses the LLVM compiler infrastructure to generate machine code for arbitrary window function
queries instead of directly computing them “interpreter style”. One
great advantage of compilation is that it allows to completely omit
steps of an algorithm, which may be necessary in general but not
needed for a particular query. For example, if the framing end is set
to unbounded following, it never changes within a partition.
Therefore, there is no need to generate code that recomputes the
frame end for each tuple. Due to its versatile nature, the window
function operator offers many opportunities like this for “optimizing away” unnecessary parts of the algorithm. However, it would
also be possible to integrate our algorithm into iterator-based or
vectorized [11] query engines.
For sorting large hash groups (intra-partition parallelism), we use
the parallel multiway merge sort implementation from the GNU
libstdc++ library (“Parallel Mode”) [22].

HyPer

PostgreSQL

DBMS

10M partitions

45M

100 partitions

Experimental Setup

1 partition

30M

15M

0
1

2

4

6

threads

8

10

12

Figure 8: Scalability of rank query

that, like rank, are also not affected by framing have similar performance; only aggregation functions with frames can be significantly more expensive (cf., Figure 12).
In the next experiment, we look at the scalability of our implementation. We used different distributions for attribute a creating
10 million partitions, 100 partitions, or only 1 partition. The partitions have approximately the same size, so our algorithm chooses
inter-partition parallelism with 10 million and 100 partitions, and
intra-partition parallelism with 1 partition. Figure 8 shows that our
implementation scales almost linearly up to 6 threads. After that,
HyperThreading gives an additional performance boost.

5.4

Algorithm Phases

To better understand the behavior of the different phases of
our algorithm, we measured the runtime with 12 threads and the
speedups over single-threaded execution for the three phases of our
algorithm. The results are shown in Table 2. The overall speedup

Performance and Scalability

To highlight the properties of our algorithm, we initially use the
following ranking query:

10M partitions 100 partitions
1 partition
time speedup time speedup time speedup
phase
[ms]
[ms]
[ms]
partition
46
2.5×
32
2.9×
32
2.3×
sort
139
7.7× 184
6.7× 198
6.9×
rank
12
7.0×
6
5.9×
10
7.4×
= total
197
6.5× 223
6.2× 239
6.3×

select rank() over (partition by a order by b)
from r
Figure 7 compares the performance of the ranking query. HyPer is 3.4× faster than VectorWise, 8× faster than PostgreSQL,
and 14.1× faster than the commercial system. Note that we used
single-threaded execution in this experiment, because PostgreSQL
does not support intra-query parallelism at all and VectorWise does
not support it for the window operator. Other window functions

VectorWise

Figure 7: Single-threaded performance of rank query (with
100 partitions)

We initially experimented with the TPC-DS benchmark, which
contains some queries with window functions. However, in these
queries expensive joins dominate and the window expressions are
quite simple (no framing clauses). Therefore, in this evaluation, we
use a synthetically-generated data set which allows us to evaluate
our implementation under a wide range of query types and input
distributions. Most queries are executed with 10 million input tuples that consist of two 8-byte integer columns, named a and b.
The values of b are uniformly distributed and unique, whereas the
number of unique values and the distribution of a differs between
the experiments.
The experiments were performed on a system with an Intel Core
i7 3930K processor, which has 6 cores (12 hardware threads) at
3.2 GHz and 3.8 GHz turbo frequency. The system has 12 MB
shared, last-level cache and quad-channel DDR3-1600 RAM. We
used Linux as operating system and GCC 4.9 as compiler.
For comparison, we report results for a number of database systems with varying degrees of window function support. VectorWise
(version 2.5) is very fast in comparison with other commercial systems, but has limited support for window functions (framing is not
supported). PostgreSQL 9.4 is slower than VectorWise but offers
more complete support (range mode support is incomplete and
non-constant frame bounds are not supported). Finally, we also experimented with a commercial system (labeled “DBMS”) that has
full window function support.

5.3

2M

0

M tuples/s

5.2

4M

Table 2: Performance and scalability for the different phases of
the window operator (rank query)
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1 partition
30M

10M partitions
15M
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15M
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16384
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65536

Figure 9: Varying the number of hash groups for rank query.
is over 6× for all data distributions, which is a very good result
with 6 cores and 12 HyperThreads. The majority of the query
execution time is spent in the sorting and partitioning phases, because the evaluation of the rank function consists of a very fast
and simple sequential scan. The table also shows that, all else being equal, input distributions with more partitions result in higher
overall performance. This is because sorting becomes significantly
more expensive with larger partitions due to both asymptotic and
caching reasons. The partitioning phase, on the other hand, becomes only slightly more expensive with many partitions since we
only partition into 1024 hash groups, which is always very efficient.
When many threads are used for the partitioning phase, the available memory bandwidth is exhausted, which explains the slightly
lower speedup during partitioning. Of course, systems with higher
memory bandwidth can achieve higher speedups. We also experimented with tuples larger than 16 bytes, which increases execution
time due to higher data movement costs. However, the effect is
not linear; using 64-byte tuples instead of 16-byte tuples reduces
performance by 1.6×.

Skewed Partitioning Keys

In the previous experiments, each query used either inter-partition
parallelism (100 or 10M partitions) or intra-partition parallelism (1
partition), but never a combination of the two. To show that interpartition parallelism alone is not sufficient, we created an extremely
skewed data set where 50% of all tuples belong to the largest partition, 25% to the second largest, and so on. Despite the fact that
there are more partitions than threads, when we enforced interpartition parallelism alone, we achieved a speedup of only 1.9×
due to load imbalances. In contrast, when we enabled our automatic classification scheme that uses intra-partition parallelism for
the largest partitions and inter-partition parallelism for the smaller
partitions we measured a speedup of 5.9×.

5.6

naive/cumulative

0
16

5.5

Segment Tree

Number of Hash Groups

So far, all experiments used 1024 hash groups. Figure 9 shows
the overall performance of the rank query with a varying number of hash groups. Having more hash groups can result in slower
partitioning due to cache and TLB misses but faster sorting due to
smaller partitions. Using 1024 hash groups results in performance
close to optimal regardless of the number of partitions, because on
modern x86 CPUs 1024 is small enough to allow for very cacheand TLB-friendly partitioning. Therefore, we argue that there is
no need to rely on the query optimizer to choose the number of
hash groups, and a value around 1024 generally seems to be a good
setting.

1

100

10K

window frame size (log scale)

1M

Figure 10: Performance of sum query with constant frame
bounds for different frame sizes

5.7

Aggregation with Framing

In the next experiment, we investigate the performance characteristics of the 4 different aggregation algorithms, which we implemented in C++ for this experiment because HyPer only implements the cumulative and the Segment Tree algorithm. Using 12
threads, we execute the following query with different constants
for the placeholder:
select sum(a) over
(order by b
rows between ? preceding and current row)
from r
By using different constants, we obtain queries with different
frame sizes (from 1 tuple to 10M tuples). The frame “lags behind”
the current row and should therefore be ideal for the removable cumulative aggregation algorithm, whereas the naı̈ve and cumulative
algorithms must recompute the result for each tuple.
Figure 10 shows that for very small frame sizes (<10 tuples),
even the simple naı̈ve and cumulative algorithms perform very
well. The Segment Tree approach is slightly slower in this range
of frame sizes as it must pay the price of initially constructing the
tree that is quite useless for such small frames. However, the overhead is quite small in comparison with the sorting and partitioning
phases which dominate the execution time. For larger window sizes
(10 to 10, 000 tuples), the naı̈ve and cumulative algorithms become
very slow due to their quadratic behavior in this query. This also
happens when we run such queries in PostgreSQL (not shown in
the graph), which uses the cumulative algorithm.
As expected, the removable cumulative algorithm has good performance for the entire range, as the amount of work per tuple is
constant and no ordered tree is necessary because the aggregation
is a sum and not a minimum or maximum. However, for very large
window sizes (>10,000 tuples), where the query, in effect, becomes
a running sum over the entire partition, the removable cumulative
algorithm does not scale and becomes as slow as single-threaded
execution. The reason is that each thread must initially compute
a running sum over the majority of all preceding tuples. We repeated this experiment on a 60-core system, where the Segment
Tree algorithm surpasses the removable cumulative algorithm for
large frames with around 20 threads. The performance of Segment
Tree traversal cost decreases only slightly with increasing frame
sizes and is always high.
In the previous experiment, for each query the frame bound was
a constant. In the experiment shown in Figure 11, the frame bound
is an expression that depends on the current row and varies very
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45M

30M

Segment Tree

naive/cumulative

15M

rem. cumulative
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100

10K

window frame size (log scale)

1M

Figure 11: Performance of sum query with variable frame
bounds for different frame sizes

ways beneficial. The reason is that such queries build a Segment
Tree but do not actually use it during aggregation due to the small
frame size. For queries with large frames (cf., curve labeled as “unbounded preceding”), a fanout of around 16 is optimal. For both
query variants, the Segment Tree construction time alone (without
evaluation, not shown in the graph) starts at 23ms with a fanout of
2 and decreases to 5ms with a fanout of 16 or higher.
Another advantage of a higher fanout is that the additional space
consumption for the Segment Tree is reduced. For the example
query, the input tuples use around 153MB. The additional space
overhead for the Segment Tree with a fanout of 2 is 76MB (50%).
The space consumption is reduced to 5MB (3.3%) with a fanout
of 16, and to 0.6MB (0.4%) with a fanout of 128. Thus, a value
close to 16 generally seems to be a good setting that offers a good
balance between space consumption and performance.

evaluation phase [ms]

6.
200
150
100

unbounded preceding

50

1 preceding
0
2

4

8

16

32

64

128

fanout of Segment Tree (log scale)

256

Figure 12: Segment Tree performance for sum query under
varying fanout settings

strongly in comparison with the previous frame bound. Nevertheless, the Segment Tree algorithm performs well even for large and
extremely fluctuating frames. The performance of the other algorithms, in contrast, approaches 0 tuples/s for larger frame sizes due
to quadratic behavior. We observed the same behavior with the
commercial database system, whereas PostgreSQL does not support such queries at all.
To summarize, the Segment Tree approach usually has higher
overhead than the simpler algorithms, and it certainly makes sense
to choose a different algorithm if the query structure allows to statically determine that this is beneficial. However, this not possible
for many queries. The Segment Tree has the advantage of being
very robust in all cases, and is dominated by the partitioning and
sorting phases for all possible frame sizes. Additionally, the Segment Tree always scales very well, whereas the other approaches
cannot scale for large window sizes, which becomes more important on large systems with many cores.

5.8

Segment Tree Fanout

The previous experiments used a Segment Tree fanout of 16. The
next experiment investigates the influence of the fanout of the Segment Tree on the performance of aggregation and tree construction.
Figure 12 uses the same sum query as before but varies the fanout
of the Segment Tree for two very extreme workloads. The time
shown includes both the window function evaluation and Segment
Tree construction. For queries where the frame size is very small
(cf., curve labeled as “1 preceding”), using a higher fanout is al-

RELATED WORK

Window functions were introduced as an (optional) amendment to SQL:1999 and were finally fully incorporated into
SQL:2003 [25]. SQL:2011 added support for window functions
for referring to neighboring tuples in a window frame. Oracle has
been the first database system to implement window function support in 1999, followed by IBM DB2 LUW in 2000. Successively,
all major commercial and open source database systems, including
Microsoft SQL Server (in 2005), PostgreSQL (in 2009), and SAP
HANA followed5 .
As mentioned before, we feel there is a gap between the importance of window functions in practice and the amount of research on this topic in the database systems community, for example in comparison with other analytic SQL constructs like rollup
and cube [13]. An early Oracle technical report [8] contains motivating query examples, optimization opportunities, and parallel
execution strategies for window functions. In a more recent paper, Bellamkonda et al. [9] observed that using partitioning only
to achieve good scalability is not sufficient if the number of distinct groups is lower than the desired degree of parallelism. They
proposed to artificially enlarge the partitioning key with additional
attributes (“extended distribution keys”) to achieve a larger number
of partitions and therefore increased parallelism. However, this approach incurs additional work due to having an additional window
consolidator phase and relies on cardinality estimates. We sidestep
these problems by directly and fully parallelizing each phase of
the window operator and by using intra-partition parallelism when
necessary.
There are a number of query optimization papers that relate to
the window operator. Cao et al. [12] focus on optimizing multiple
window functions occurring in one query. They found that often
the majority of the execution time for the window operator is spent
in the partitioning and sorting phases. Therefore, it is often possible
to avoid some of the partitioning and/or sorting work by optimizing
the order of the window expressions. The paper shows that finding the optimal sequence is NP-hard and presents a useful heuristic
algorithm for this problem. Though the window operator is very
useful its own right, other papers [26, 7] propose to introduce window expressions for de-correlating subqueries. In such scenarios,
a fast implementation of the window operator is important even
for queries that do not originally contain window functions. Due
to a different approach for unnesting [20], HyPer currently does
not introduce window operators when unnesting queries. In the future, we plan to investigate whether might be beneficial with our
5
Two widely-used systems that do not yet offer window function
support are MySQL/MariaDB and SQLite.
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approach. Window functions have also been used to speed up the
translation of XQuery to SQL [10].
Yang and Widom [24] introduced the Segment B-Tree for temporal aggregation, which is very similar to our Segment Tree except
that we do not need to handle updates and can therefore represent
the structure more efficiently without pointers.

7.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented an algorithm for window function computation that is very efficient in practice and avoids quadratic runtime
in all cases. Furthermore, we have shown how to execute window
functions in parallel on multi-core CPUs, even when the query has
no partitioning clause. We have demonstrated both the high performance and the excellent scalability in a number of experiments that
cover very different query types and input distributions.
Since the literature on window functions is very sparse, there
are many possible directions for future work. In this paper, we
focused on execution in main-memory database systems, although
our core algorithmic ideas also apply to disk-based implementations. It would be interesting to investigate which changes would
be required in that setting. Another possible optimization would be
to focus on Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) systems.
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APPENDIX
A. Example Window Function Queries
To motivate the usefulness and versatility of the window operator
we show a number of queries that can be stated elegantly and efficiently using window functions.
Determine medalists for an Olympic competition (the same number of points results in the same medal, the there are two gold
medals no silver medal is not awarded):
select name, (case rank when 1 then ’Gold’
when 2 then ’Silver’
else ’Bronze’ end)
from (select name, rank() over w as rank
from results
window w as (order by points desc))
where rank <= 3
For each customer purchase determine the sum of all orders of
the customer in the same calendar month:
select customer, time, sum(amount) over
(partition by customer
order by
rows between time - extract(days from time)
and current row)
from orders
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The rate of change for each measurement in comparison with the
previous measurement (e.g., “transactions per second”) :
select time,
(value - lag(value) over w) /
(time - lag(time) over w)
from measurement
window w as (order by time)

B. Window Functions with Framing
The following code shows the algorithmic template for window
functions that are affected by framing:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

evalOverFrame(begin, end)
pBegin = findPartitionBegin(0, begin+1)
pEnd = findPartitionEnd(begin)
for (pos from begin below end)
if (pos = pEnd)
pBegin = pos
pEnd = findPartitionEnd(pos)
wBegin = findWindowBegin(pos,pBegin)
wEnd = findWindowEnd(pos, pEnd)
result[pos] = eval(wBegin, wEnd)
The code computes the result for a sub-range in a hash group (from
begin below end). This interface allows to parallelize window
function evaluation within a hash group by assigning threads to
different ranges, e.g., using a parallel for construct that dynamically distributes the range of values between threads. Since a
hash group can contain multiple partitions, the code starts by computing the partition bounds (line 2 and 3), and then updates them as
needed (lines 5, 6, and 7).

C. Segment Tree Traversal
The following pseudo code computes the aggregate for the range
from begin below end using a Segment Tree:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

traverseSTree(levels, begin, end)
agg = initAggregate()
for (level in levels)
parentBegin = begin / fanout
parentEnd = end / fanout
if (parentBegin = parentEnd)
for (pos from begin below end)
agg = aggregate(level[pos])
return agg
groupBegin = parentBegin * fanout
if (begin != groupBegin)
limit = groupBegin + fanout
for (pos from begin below limit)
agg = aggregate(level[pos])
parentBegin = parentBegin + 1
groupEnd = parentEnd * fanout
if (end != groupEnd)
for (pos from groupEnd below end)
agg = aggregate(level[pos])
begin = parentBegin
end = parentEnd
Line 3 loops over the levels of the Segment Tree starting at the
bottom-most level and proceeding upwards. In line 4 and 5 the parent entries of begin and end are computed using integer division,
which can be implemented as bit shifting if fanout is a power of 2.
If the parent entries are equal, the range of values between begin

and end is aggregated and the search terminates (lines 6-9). Otherwise, the search continues at the next level with the parent nodes
becoming the new begin and end boundaries. It is first necessary, however, to aggregates any “protruding” values at the current
level (lines 10-18).

D. Window Functions without Framing
In Section 4.4 we show the pseudo code for the rank function.
Here, we provide two additional examples for window functions
that are always evaluated on the entire partition:
//relative rank
percent_rank(begin, end)
pBegin = findPartitionBegin(0, begin+1)
pEnd = findPartitionEnd(begin)
firstPeer = findFirstPeer(pBegin, begin)
rank = (firstPeer-pBegin)+1
pSize = pEnd - pBegin
result[begin] = (rank-1) / (pSize-1)
for (pos from begin+1 below end)
if (pos = pEnd)
pBegin = pos
pEnd = findPartitionEnd(pos)
pSize = pEnd-pBegin
if (isPeer(pos, pos-1))
result[pos] = result[pos-1]
else
rank = pos+1
result[pos] = (rank-1) / (pSize-1)
// evaluate expr at preceding row
lag(expr, offset, default, begin, end)
pBegin = findPartitionBegin(0, begin+1)
pEnd = findPartitionEnd(begin)
for (pos from begin below end)
if (pos = pEnd)
pBegin = pos
pEnd = findPartitionEnd(pos)
if (pos-offset < pBegin)
result[pos] = default
else
result[pos] = expr(pos-offset)

E. Distinct Aggregates
Distinct aggregates, which in contrast to normal aggregates cannot
be used with framing, are best executed without using the window
operator. Instead, distinct aggregates can be executed efficiently
using normal aggregation and an additional join. For example, the
query
select sum(distinct x) over (partition by y)
from r
is equivalent to:
select d.cd from r,
(select sum(distinct x) as cd, y
from r group by y) d
where r.y = d.y
The same transformation, which avoids the sorting phase, is also
beneficial for non-distinct aggregates where the frame always encompasses the entire partition.
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